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Systematically dissecting the highly dynamic and tightly communicating membrane proteome of living cells

is essential for the system-level understanding of fundamental cellular processes and intricate relationship

betweenmembrane-bound organelles constructed throughmembrane traffic. While extensive efforts have

been made to enrich membrane proteins, their comprehensive analysis with high selectivity and deep

coverage remains a challenge, especially at the living cell state. To address this problem, we developed

the cell surface engineering coupling biomembrane fusion method to map the whole membrane

proteome from the plasma membrane to various organelle membranes taking advantage of the exquisite

interaction between two-dimensional metal–organic layers and phospholipid bilayers on the membrane.

This approach, which bypassed conventional biochemical fractionation and ultracentrifugation, facilitated

the enrichment of membrane proteins in their native phospholipid bilayer environment, helping to map

the membrane proteome with a specificity of 77% and realizing the deep coverage of the HeLa

membrane proteome (5087 membrane proteins). Furthermore, membrane N-phosphoproteome was

profiled by integrating the N-phosphoproteome analysis strategy, and the dynamic membrane proteome

during apoptosis was deciphered in combination with quantitative proteomics. The features of

membrane protein N-phosphorylation modifications and many differential proteins during apoptosis

associated with mitochondrial dynamics and ER homeostasis were found. The method provided a simple

and robust strategy for efficient analysis of membrane proteome, offered a reliable platform for research

on membrane-related cell dynamic events and expanded the application of metal–organic layers.
Introduction

As the fundamental feature of living cells, biomembranes are
the basic barrier between intracellular and extracellular envi-
ronments, which also serve to divide and separate the organ-
elles.1,2 The membrane proteins (MPs) embedded in or attached
to the phospholipid bilayer are encoded by approximately 30%
of the genome3 and are essential for various biological
processes,4,5 such as cellular signaling,6,7 trafficking,8,9 patho-
genesis10 and adhesion,11 thus motivating the choice for over
60% of drug targets.12,13 Since biomembranes are highly
dynamic, MPs can be transferred in different membrane-bound
organelles at membrane contact sites or through vesicle
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transport, allowing their coordinate response to different envi-
ronmental and biological conditions.1,14–17 Therefore, the deep
coverage proteome analysis of the whole membrane, including
the plasma membrane, organelle membrane, and the
membrane contact sites, helps expound the dynamical but
highly ordered cell events, and understand the process of life
activities more comprehensively and systematically.

Unfortunately, the complex physicochemical properties
including low abundance and high hydrophobicity make MP
detection extremely challenging.5,18,19 Traditional density
gradient centrifugation and ultracentrifugation methods were
rst used to isolate membrane components for subsequent
proteome analysis.20–22 The obtained membrane components
were oen treated with high-salt and high-pH buffers for
membrane washing23–26 to further remove the contaminants
adhering to MPs, or extracted through different detergents27–29

to improve the efficiency. However, the multi-step centrifuga-
tion and washing made the whole preparation procedure very
tedious and inefficient. Alternatively, a solid phase extraction
strategy was also developed for MP extraction mainly through
hydrophobic interaction between different segments of proteins
in lysate and the selected solid matrix such as graphene,30
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11727–11736 | 11727
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zeolitic imidazolate frameworks31 and nanodiamond particles.32

The approach simplied the process but proteins with less
interaction with the matrix were easily lost, resulting in low
coverage. Meanwhile, both methods carried out MP enrichment
in the lysate, disengaging from the native lipid-membrane
environment and causing protein conformational changes
and loss of numerous weakly bound proteins on bio-
membranes. Accordingly, there is still an urgent demand to
develop the enrichment methods of MPs with high selectivity
and deep coverage, to achieve the dynamic membrane pro-
teome analysis in any biological process of interest.

The cell surface engineering strategy,33–36 coating the bioac-
tive molecules or functional materials over the cell surface to
regulate cell activity and function, provides us with new insights
into biomembrane enrichment. Furthermore, two-dimensional
metal–organic layers (MOLs) possess unique features including
exible sheet structure, high surface area, abundant accessible
active sites and tunable biocompatibility,37–39 making them an
ideal candidate for surface engineering of living cells. Herein, in
this work we propose the cell surface engineering coupling
biomembrane fusionmethod, termed E-fusion, to cope with the
challenge (Fig. 1A). Specically, the ultra-thin exible structure
of MOL was rst prepared for living cell wrapping. The outer
plasma membrane was then bound to MOL through multiple
interactions, while the inner organelle membranes were then
specically absorbed to the plasma membrane by bio-
membrane fusion aer mild cell lysis. Finally, global analysis of
the dynamic membrane proteome was achieved aer extraction
of MPs from the biomembranes. The strategy enabled MP
proling in intact cells with high selectivity and deep coverage,
and was applicable to various cell samples and extracellular
vesicles. The combination of E-fusion and post-translational
modication analysis technology provided modication
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the E-fusion method and preparation of
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information with membrane specicity. By integrating with
quantitative proteomics based on pseudo-isobaric dimethyl
labeling, we could realize dynamic delineation of MPs in
a variety of physiological and pathological processes to discover
critical MP functions and elucidate molecular mechanisms of
diseases. In general, the developed E-fusion strategy was proven
to be a robust and universal approach with high selectivity and
deep coverage for membrane proteome analysis.
Results
Development of the E-fusion method

Essential to achieving global MP enrichment using the E-fusion
method was the engineering of the cell surface. To establish
strong interaction with the cell membrane, we set our sight on
ultra-thin exible MOL materials which showed superior
properties at the living system interface due to their low cyto-
toxicity and multiple interactions. Furthermore, 2Zn(II)-
chelated bis (dipicolylamine) complex, denoted as DpaZn,
showed a high binding constant (around 10−7 M) with the
phosphate on the phospholipid bilayer.40 Therefore, we envis-
aged that the functionalization of MOL with DpaZn (MOL-
DpaZn) would effectively enhance the interaction with the cell
membrane. In our experiment, we rst synthesized the MOL
[Zr6O4(OH)4(BTB)2(OH)6(H2O)6; BTB = 1,3,5-benzene-
tribenzoate] as the matrix for cell surface engineering due to the
low cytotoxicity and high stability of the constituting zirconium
clusters, and then DpaZn was deposited on its surface mainly by
strong p–p stacking (Fig. 1B). Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images (Fig. S1†) of the material gave a thickness of about
10 nm suggesting the multilayer nanosheet structure. Theoret-
ically speaking, MOL-DpaZn has the potential to realize cell
surface engineering.
two-dimensional functional metal organic layers (MOL-DpaZn).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Development and validation of E-fusion as a valuable approach
for MP enrichment. (A) Confocal microscopic image of HeLa cells
incubated with F-MOL (0.1 mg mL−1, 3 h). DiI (1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′

tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate) (10 mg mL−1, 25 min) and
Hoechst 33342 (bisBenzimide H 33342) (5 mg mL−1, 30 min) were for
cytoplasm and nucleus stain, respectively. Scale bar: 10 mm. (B)
Confocal microscopic image showing the co-localization of F-MOL
with mitochondrial membranes. Mito Tracker Deep Red (100 nM, 25
min) was for mitochondria stain. Scale bar: 10 mm. (C) TEM images of
MOL-DpaZn and (D) MOL-DpaZn/biomembranes. (E) SEM images of
MOL-DpaZn and (F) MOL-DpaZn/biomembranes. (G) TEMmapping of
MOL-DpaZn and (H) MOL-DpaZn/biomembranes.

Fig. 3 Exploration of the cell surface engineering mechanism. (A)
Contact angle of MOL, MOL-DpaZn and MOL-DpaZn/biomembrane
system. (B) Zeta potential of MOL, MOL-DpaZn and MOL-DpaZn/
biomembrane system. (C) Zr 3d spectra and Zn 2p spectra (D) obtained
by the XPS of MOL-DpaZn and MOL-DpaZn/biomembrane system.
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Fluorescein labeled MOL (F-MOL) was co-incubated with
HeLa cells to evaluate the engineering ability. As visualized
using confocal laser scanning microscopy in Fig. 2A and S2A,†
F-MOL achieved relatively complete coverage of the whole cell,
and was increasingly selectively adsorbed on the cell membrane
with the extension of incubation time, without entering the cells
at all. Based on this success, we tested whether the MOL–
plasma membrane system would further adsorb organelle
membranes mediated by biomembrane fusion, and therefore,
allowing global MP identication. We found the co-localization
of F-MOL with uorescent mitochondrial membranes and with
uorescent nuclear membranes aer mild lysis of the pre-
engineered cells (Fig. 2B and S2B†), which validated the
occurrence of fusion. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to observe
the interaction of MOL with biomembranes. The cells were co-
incubated with MOL-DpaZn in culture medium, and aer mild
lysis, the MOL-DpaZn/biomembrane system was obtained.
Compared with MOL-DpaZn, the MOL-DpaZn/biomembrane
system maintained the wrinkled layered structure but exhibited
lower transparency and a rougher surface (Fig. 2C–F), corre-
sponding to the change in the surface properties of the material
caused by biomembrane adsorption.41 Notably, the MOL-
DpaZn/biomembrane system showed the presence of P element
(Fig. 2G and H), which strongly proved the adsorption of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
biomembranes to MOL-DpaZn. Finally, the MOL-DpaZn/bio-
membrane system was generated ready for global MP
enrichment.
Exploration of the cell surface engineering mechanism

We continued to make efforts to elucidate the interactions
betweenMOL-DpaZn and plasmamembrane. The contact angle
of MOL and MOL-DpaZn indicated hydrophilicity, suggesting
the hydrophilic interaction with the hydrophilic periphery of
phospholipid bilayers caused by the soluble proteins, glycan
components and phospholipid hydrophilic head. Aer incu-
bation, we found the enhanced hydrophobicity of the material
with the contact angle increasing from 31.2° to 58.8° (Fig. 3A),
verifying the successful engineering and fusion of the overall
hydrophobic biomembranes. In addition, the immobilization
of the DpaZn complex on the one hand increases the positive
charge of thematerial, and on the other hand it can enhance the
coordination between the material and the phospholipid
bilayer. As shown in Fig. 3B, compared with MOL, MOL-DpaZn
exhibited more positive surface potential, while the transition
from positive to negative potential occurred aer biomembrane
adsorption, indicating strong electrostatic interaction.
Furthermore, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) intensi-
ties of Zr 3d and Zn 2p were signicantly reduced, which might
be attributed to the formation of metal–phosphate coordination
(Fig. 3C and D) on the cell surface. Taken together, the material
might rst be adsorbed to the cell surface through hydrophilic
interaction, followed by electrostatic and coordinative interac-
tions between the material and the phospholipid bilayer,
enabling cell surface engineering. Aer mild lysis, the cell
membrane was bonded on the material surface, which provided
basis for the fusion of organelle membranes. The feasibility of
the strategy would be further validated by the following MP
identication results.
Optimization of MP enrichment workow

We systematically optimized the MP enrichment workow to
maximize the selectivity and coverage. When referring to incu-
bation concentration and time of MOL-DpaZn, cell viability and
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11727–11736 | 11729



Fig. 4 Optimization of MP enrichment workflow. (A) Cytotoxicity test
of the MOL-DpaZn material at different incubation concentrations. (B)
Total number of MPs and TMD proteins identified with three LC-MS/
MS runs after incubation with MOL-DpaZn for different times. (C)
Identified proteins and MPs with different cell lysis methods. (D)
Comparison of TMD proteins identified with different cell lysis
methods, including homogenization, trypsin, freeze–thaw, mild and
strong sonication.
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protein perturbation were rst considered. As shown in Fig. 4A,
there was a negligible inuence on cell viability when cells were
incubated with 0.1 mg mL−1 MOL-DpaZn for 3 h, but the cell
viability dropped to 80% when the concentration was further
increased to 0.2 mg mL−1. Further proteomic perturbation data
presented in Fig. S3† show that proteins with at least 2.0-fold
abundance change between the MOL-DpaZn treated samples
(0.1 mgmL−1, 3 h) and the control accounted for less than 5.0%,
suggesting the negligible proteomic perturbation of MOL-
DpaZn under these conditions. We tried to reduce the incuba-
tion time to 1 or even 0.5 h to shorten the workow, however,
proteome data showed less MP identication number (Fig. 4B).
Thus, the incubation conditions of 0.1 mg mL−1 and 3 h were
chosen as our optimal conditions for MP enrichment.

We reasoned that the lysis of MOL-DpaZn engineered cells
would destroy the relative integrity of biomembranes and per-
turb the interaction between material and biomembranes,
causing the loss of MPs from the MOL-DpaZn/biomembrane
system. We compared the proteome data of HeLa cells identi-
ed under ve different lysis methods (Fig. 4C and D). The
repeated freezing and thawing resulted in the identication of
more MPs and especially transmembrane domain (TMD) con-
taining proteins, proving our hypothesis that the mild lysis
helps the construction of the MOL-DpaZn/biomembrane
system for subsequent MP extraction. For extraction and solu-
bilization of MPs, the ionic liquid 1-dodecyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride (C12Im-Cl) buffer (10%, m/v) was
used due to its superiority in low abundance MP identication
according to previous studies.27,42,43 The addition of pyrophos-
phate in the extraction buffer, enabling competitive extraction
theoretically, did not increase the identication, indicating the
sufficient extraction strength of C12Im-Cl (Fig. S4†). Taken
together, we determined the relatively optimal conditions for
the E-fusion method.
11730 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11727–11736
Identication of membrane proteome in intact HeLa cells

Based on the optimized conditions, we performed membrane
proteome analysis with intact HeLa cells. Generally, MPs were
extracted from the obtained MOL-DpaZn/biomembrane system
and analyzed by LC-MS/MS (LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spec-
trometer) (Fig. 5A). As a result, we identied 1985 proteins and
1526 of them were annotated as MPs through the Gene Ontology
(GO) database and TMHMM algorithm (a predictor of protein
transmembrane helix). The MP ratio was as high as 77%,
demonstrating excellent selectivity (Fig. 5B, Data 1). In particular,
out of the top 100 proteins of PSM, 91 (91%) were MPs and
additional 8 (8.0%) proteins were membrane-related proteins
with the GO cellular component term of ‘extracellular’ (Data 1).
Furthermore, numerous organelle MPs were identied in addi-
tion to the plasma membrane proteins aer the mild disruption
of MOL-DpaZn pre-engineered cells. The subcellular distribution
of MPs is shown in Fig. 5B (Data 1). In particular, we noticed the
marker MPs of different organelles. For example, CD 44, EGFR,
and IGF2R of the plasma membrane, GOLM1/2 and GOLGB1 of
Golgi, CANX and EMC complex in the endoplasmic reticulum,
COX and TOM complex in the mitochondrion, SUN1/2 and NUP
complex in the nucleus and LAMP1/2 in the lysosome were
positively enriched. In addition to these typical organelles, the
MPs of vesicles were captured, supported by the identication of
the core component of COPI and COPII vesicle including the
TMED complex, and the SNARE complex which mediates
membrane fusion at the vesicle membrane.44 More importantly,
membrane contact sites (MCS),14,45 as the cellular signaling hub
to link organelles to coordinate various cellular processes, are
mediated by protein complexes and crucial for cell homeostasis.17

Ourmethod could enrich theMPs inMCS including endoplasmic
reticulum–Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) and
mitochondria-associated membrane (MAM), suggesting the
potential to explore dynamic membrane trafficking. To further
explore the characteristics of the identied 1526 MPs, we per-
formed GO enrichment analysis using DAVID. It was found that
proteins were highly involved in various transport biological
processes (Fig. 5C), suggesting the ability to strongly enrich
hydrophobic transporters. Focusing on non-MPs, we noticed that
150 membrane-related proteins with cellular component anno-
tations of ‘extracellular’ which might possess weak interaction
with the plasma membrane were also identied, demonstrating
the superiority in identication selectivity and coverage.

We further compared the data with that of whole cell lysate
to verify the efficiency of the method. As shown in Fig. S5A and
B,† the E-fusion method resulted in the higher selectivity and
deeper coverage identication of MPs (1358, 78%), while 1007
(58%) MPs were detected in the whole cell lysate. For both
proteins identied, E-fusion treatment enhanced the intensity
of MPs and inhibited the identication of non-MPs according to
label-free MS quantitative analysis (Fig. S5C†). And hydrophobic
proteins with positive GRAVY values increased from 143 (8.2%)
to 325 (19%) aer E-fusion treatment (Fig. S5D†), indicating the
feasibility of this strategy.

Generally, MPs, especially multi-transmembrane proteins,
tend to degrade without the phospholipid bilayer environment.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Identification of membrane proteome in intact HeLa cells. (A) Workflow of membrane proteome profiling in intact cell or in lysate. (B)
Distribution of the identified proteins using the E-fusion method with three LC-MS/MS runs. (C) Biological processes in GO enrichment analysis
for 1526 MPs identified using the E-fusion method. Comparison of the enrichment using MOL-DpaZn in intact cell and lysate from the identified
membrane (D) and TMD (E) proteins.
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The E-fusion method was based on the interaction between
MOL-DpaZn and the phospholipid bilayer, enabling MP
enrichment while the phospholipid bilayer remains relatively
intact. For an intuitive comparison, the MOL-DpaZn was incu-
bated with intact cells and cell lysate, respectively. MOL-DpaZn
was added into the cell culture medium for E-fusion treatment,
while equal amounts of material were incubated with the cell
lysate obtained by ultrasound as the control group (Fig. 5A). As
a result, we identied 1625 MPs containing 554 TMD proteins
from the lysate sample, whereas 2297 MPs including 884 TMD
proteins were identied from the intact cell sample (Fig. 5D and
E), which is nearly 1.5 times improvement. Furthermore, the E-
fusion method improved the quality of the mass spectra from
MPs according to the higher PSM and sequence coverage of co-
identied 1395 MPs as distributed in Fig. S6A and B.† The
higher intensity towards co-identied MPs and especially TMD
proteins also proved the above conclusion (Fig. S6C and D†).
More importantly, many MPs perform specic cellular func-
tions, such as signal transduction and ion transport, through
the formation of protein complexes. However, the direct lysis
treatment may lead to the loss of certain components of MP
complexes, especially those with weak or transient binding,
suggesting the urgency and necessity of the in situ strategy. We
were encouraged by the results (Fig. S6E and F†) that 313
complexes/clusters from 1588 nodes and 8910 PPIs were found
in the intact cell sample, whereas the lysate sample showed only
229 complexes/clusters from 1149 nodes and 7251 PPIs. From
the specic analysis of the unique proteins identied in the
intact cell sample, we observed some representative MP
complexes such as Golgi-associated COPI and COPII vesicle
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
complex, G-protein complex and mitochondrial respiratory
chain complex I (Fig. S6G†). Therefore, signicant improve-
ments in identication coverage and data quality were obtained
by the E-fusion method taking advantage of the relatively intact
biomembrane structure, especially for TMD proteins and MP
complexes. Furthermore, by contrast with the commercial MP
extraction kit (Invent Biotechnologies, Inc), we found better
TMD protein and MP complex identication results, and more
extraction yields by the E-fusion method (Table S1†).

Reproducibility and universality of MP identication

The above results demonstrated the excellent selectivity and
coverage of the E-fusion method. Motivated by this progress, we
proceeded to examine whether this technique allowed for
identication with excellent reproducibility and universality.
We rst repeated the whole enrichment process in the HeLa cell
with three batches of the MOL-DpaZn material, which were
prepared in different months. As shown in Fig. 6A, the numbers
of identied proteins from three runs of each batch 1, 2, and 3
sample were 3658, 3336, and 3360 proteins, respectively, and of
those, 2471, 2297, and 2299 were MPs, respectively. We found
that approximately 70% of MPs were repeatedly identied in
three batches, demonstrating the excellent qualitative repro-
ducibility. Furthermore, label-free identication was then per-
formed to further validate the quantitative reproducibility. For
the identied proteins, quantitative values across every 2
batches were used to calculate the coefficient of variation (CV).
As visualized in Fig. 6B, every 2 batches showed very low vari-
ation with a median CV of 11%, 12%, 8.6%, respectively.
Furthermore, we created a matrix of correlation coefficients
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11727–11736 | 11731



Fig. 6 Reproducibility and universality of the E-fusion method. (A)
Overlap of MPs identified using the MOL-DpaZn material of three
batches with three LC-MS/MS runs. (B) Quantification CVs between
the two batches. (C) Pearson correlation of all quantified protein
abundance values per groups. (D) Bar graphs indicated the number
and ratio of MPs identified in different biological samples. (E) Distri-
bution of the identified membrane genes in different biological
samples visualized by upset plot. The bar chart on top visualized the
number of proteins contained within each intersection as defined in
the lower part. (F) Principal component analysis of quantified MPs in
human biological samples.
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comparing the protein quantities in all MS runs against each
other (Fig. 6C). We found high correlations above 0.95 between
different batches. Accordingly, both qualitative and quantitative
results unequivocally demonstrated the excellent reproduc-
ibility of the E-fusion method, which might provide reliable
results for biological research.

In addition to the excellent reproducibility, we further
sought to investigate the universality among different biological
samples. We incubated the material with living adherent cells
HeLa and A549, suspension cells K562 and neuron cells HT22,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6D, we successfully mapped the
membrane proteomic landscapes of all these cells, and the MPs
were identied with similar selectivity and coverage with
a common intersection of 880 genes (Fig. 6E). Through Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) (Fig. 6F), we were encouraged
to nd that samples originating from the same cell type clus-
tered separately, suggesting the relatively unique membrane
signature for each cell type. Therefore, E-fusion was capable of
mapping membrane proteome in different cells with high
reproducibility.
In depth analysis of HeLa cell membrane proteome

The well-characterized enrichment performance demonstrated
the suitability of our method to map membrane proteome in
11732 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11727–11736
intact cells with high coverage and robustness. To further
improve the coverage of HeLa membrane proteome analysis,
high pH reverse phase liquid chromatography (Hp-RP) frac-
tionation technology was further applied. Aer dividing into 10
fractions, we identied 9692 proteins containing 5087 MPs
(corresponding to 5087 genes) and 1962 TMD proteins distrib-
uted in different organelles (Fig. S7A,† Data 2) by using more
powerful Exploris™ 480 MS. Especially, 42 GPCRs, 117 CD
antigens (corresponding to 130MPs) and 358 transport proteins
(including 182 solute carrier transporters and 70 ion channels)
were positively identied (Data 2). As far as we know, this is
currently the largest dataset of HeLa cell MPs. GO analysis
showed that the identied MPs mainly participated in the
following biological functions (Fig. S7B†), such as vesicle
mediated transport, endocytosis and mitochondrial ATP
synthesis coupled protein transport. In summary, this map of
the HeLa membrane proteome provides resources for further
functional research through various membrane associated
signaling pathways.
Proling of membrane N-phosphoproteome

MP phosphorylation plays a critical role in signal transduction
that mediate various physiological processes including prolif-
eration, apoptosis, inammation, subcellular transport and so
on.46–48 However, N-phosphorylation research is seriously
lagging behind O-phosphorylation due to the relative insta-
bility. Our group has previously developed bis(zinc(II)-
dipicolylamine)-functionalized sub-2 mm core–shell silica
microspheres (SiO2@DpaZn) for HeLa cell lysate N-
phosphorylation peptide enrichment.49 Therefore, we expected
to integrate this method with E-fusion for preliminary explo-
ration of membrane N-phosphoproteome to enhance signal
transduction and drug mechanism studies. MPs extracted from
MOL-DpaZn/HeLa biomembranes were reduced, alkylated and
digested for SiO2@DpaZn based N-phosphorylation peptide
enrichment. Aer removing the pLys/pArg peptides localized to
the C-terminus, 118 N-phosphorylation sites (34 pHis, 45 pLys
and 39 pArg, Fig. S8A,† Data 3) assigned to 95 MPs with local-
ization probability over 0.75 were identied. The N-
phosphorylated MPs were signicantly enriched in endo-
plasmic reticulum organization, rRNA processing, protein
folding and cell–cell adhesion according to GO analysis
(Fig. S8B†). We further explored the uniqueness of N-
phosphorylation on different organelle membranes, as shown
in Fig. S8C.† We identied relatively more N-phosphorylated
plasma membrane proteins and sites (Data 3), including pLys
of CD36, pArg of SLC4A2, pHis of SLC4A7, ATP2B1 and CAV2.
Interestingly, an insulin receptor tyrosine kinase substrate
protein was found carrying 3 N-phosphorylated sites (1 pHis
and 2 pLys), which might expand our understanding of related
signal transduction. Many pLys sites were also identied on the
endoplasmic reticulum membrane and nuclear membrane,
including pLys of PGRMC1/2 receptors and Nesprin-1/2. The
identied N-phosphorylated sites on the mitochondrial
membrane were relatively few, and assigned to HK1(Hex-
okinase), BAD and CDS2, respectively. Amino acid motif
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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analysis using the WebLogo of the 118 N-phosphorylation sites
(Fig. S8D†) revealed that acidic amino acids (D, E) were highly
enriched around N-phosphorylation sites, and serine was also
found nearby, indicating that N-phosphorylation and O-
phosphorylation might have a crosstalk. The possible biolog-
ical functions of N-phosphorylation modication could be
inferred from these motif results. In addition, these motifs
could be used as clues to identify potential kinases, phosphor-
ylases and other binding proteins and provide guidance for the
preparation of specic antibodies to further reveal the function
of N-phosphorylation. Taken together, the E-fusion method
provided a sample pre-processing technique for enrichment
analysis of post translational modications such as unstable N-
phosphorylation.

Dynamic change of the membrane proteome during apoptosis

Apoptosis, as a highly regulated form of cell death, plays vital
roles in cell growth and the homeostasis of multicellular
organisms,50 during which extensive membrane remodeling
was found to sense stress and transport apoptotic signals51–54

including membrane permeabilization,55 vesicular
processes,53,56 membrane blebbing57 and so on. To gain insights
into these dynamic membrane changes, we utilized human
neuroblastoma cell line SY5Y to implement the E-fusion
method under different stages of etoposide stimulation
(Fig. 7A). We rst examined the etoposide-induced apoptosis
caused by DNA damage. The cell viability and morphological
changes proved the occurrence of apoptosis (Fig. S9A and B†).
And the immunoblot analysis of marker proteins (Fig. 7B) made
the apoptosis reliable. For membrane proteome dynamics
analysis during apoptosis, the incubation of 100 mM etoposide
Fig. 7 Revealing the membrane proteome dynamics in the etoposide i
proteome mapping in etoposide induced SY5Y cells. (B) Immunoblotting
etoposide (100 mM). (C) The heat map shows the dynamic changes of 353
GO enrichment analysis for the identified 283 differential MPs in the gro
group. (E) The heat map shows the dynamic changes of some typical m

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
for 6 h and 18 h of SY5Y cells, corresponding to the early and
late apoptosis, was chosen.

With the quantitative analysis of pseudo-isobaric dimethyl
labeling with advantages of high quantication accuracy,58 the
dynamic changes of 496 proteins at 3 time points were identi-
ed, among which 353 were annotated as MPs (Data 4). High
biological reproducibility was achieved, as a quantitative ratio
from three independent biological replicates correlated well in
each time point (Fig. 7C). The heatmap analysis also revealed
that 0 h and 6 h results were more closely related, corre-
sponding to the relatively slight changes in the early apoptosis
process. We focused on the data with 18 h treatment. GO
analysis of differential MPs (fold change > 2, P < 0.05)
throughout the apoptosis process indicated that ubiquitin-
dependent ERAD pathway, vesicle-mediated transport, endo-
plasmic reticulum stress and hydrogen ion transport might
have potential implications for apoptosis (Fig. 7D). Of these
differential MPs (283), 40 were also quantied in the whole
proteome data, and the dynamic changes during apoptosis were
completely consistent (Data 4).

Furthermore, we could understand the apoptosis process
from the perspective of different organelle membranes. We
found the change of many mitochondrial MPs, which agreed
with the close connection betweenmitochondrial dynamics and
apoptosis.59–61 The upregulation of OMM (outer mitochondrial
membrane) proteins61 NLRX1 and MYO19 and downregulation
of YME1L1 (refs. 62 and 63) and OPA1 (ref. 64) (key proteins that
mediate inner mitochondrial membrane fusion) were reported
to increase mitochondrial ssion. Endophilin B1,65 as a protein
that directly links mitochondrial morphogenesis processes with
apoptosis induction, could induce extensive mitochondrial
nduced apoptosis of SY5Y cells. (A) Workflow of dynamic membrane
analysis of Caspase-3 and Bax protein in SY5Y cells under exposure of
identified MPs during etoposide treatment. (D) Biological processes in

up treated with etoposide for 18 h compared with those in the control
itochondrial and ER MPs.
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fragmentation and was also up-regulated. Some differential
proteins were highly enriched in biological processes related to
oxidative phosphorylation and NADH dehydrogenase (ubiqui-
none) activity (Fig. 7E), which might be due to the mitochon-
drial dysfunction caused by abnormal mitochondrial dynamics.
We also found the involvement of endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
MPs in apoptosis. As shown in Fig. 7E, many calcium homeo-
stasis related proteins were downregulated aer a long time of
etoposide treatment, which might suggest imbalance of Ca2+

metabolism66,67 and perturbations in ER homeostasis.68,69 The
downregulation of unfolded protein response (UPR) related
proteins (ERO1A, VCP)70 and BAP31 (refs. 71 and 72) (a broad-
specicity MP chaperone and quality control factor which
could support ER and mitochondrial homeostasis) also sug-
gested ER stress and occurrence of apoptosis. Notably, many
differential ER membranes and Golgi MPs participated in the
vesicle-mediated transport between ER and Golgi; their upre-
gulation might indicate extensive trafficking between these
compartments to integrate stress signals sensed in apoptosis,56

such as SEC24C and SEC31A, and the downregulation might be
caused by damaged organelle membrane structure or cleaved by
caspases,73 such as COPB2, SEC16A and VAPA. Besides,
expressions of several proteins associated with nucleocytoplas-
mic transport (RAN, SCE1L, IPO9, NUP50, NUP153), endocy-
tosis (SMAP1, CHMP6, EPS15R, TRFC, CAV1, ITSN1), and
transmembrane signal transduction (plexin D1/B2, IGF1R) were
signicantly changed, but related studies are still patchy and
their functions in apoptosis remain poorly characterized.

Analysis of the quantitative data revealed the general
consistency between the changes of MPs and their expected
apoptosis-related function and also disclosed proteins without
clear roles in apoptosis which may provide us a new direction to
explore the mechanism of etoposide-induced apoptosis in
human neuroblastoma cells. Taken together, our results
demonstrated the utility and advantage of the E-fusion method
to delineate the orderly changes in cell response to environ-
mental apoptosis stimulus signals from the perspective of
various types of MPs and provided some meaningful ndings to
help understand molecular mechanisms of DNA damage
induced apoptosis.

Discussion

Our initial goal aimed at the cell surface engineering viaMOL to
capture plasma membrane proteins. And we identied 2207
plasma membrane proteins using Exploris™ 480 mass spec-
trometry. Interestingly, we found that organelle MPs were also
efficiently identied. We deduced that the plasma membrane
modied MOL was obtained aer mild lysis, and then the
organelle membranes were rapidly adsorbed to them possibly
through biomembrane fusion. Therefore, the cell surface engi-
neering coupling biomembrane fusion method was developed
for MP proling in intact cells. It was found that the phospho-
lipid bilayer was crucial for surface engineering and identi-
cation. For Gram-negative bacteria lacking teichoic acid, it was
difficult for MOL-DpaZn to form an effective wrapping, result-
ing in poor identication (Fig. S10†). We added urea in the
11734 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11727–11736
washing buffer during the washing process. Even though the
concentration was increased to 1.0 M, the number remained
stable (Fig. S4†), which suggested that the membrane was
tightly bound to the material. As shown in Fig. 5 and S7,† our
work exhibited excellent selectivity and coverage. By compar-
ison with lysate level enrichment, enhanced identication
coverage and data quality was achieved, especially for TMD
proteins and MP complexes.

In addition to various cells, our method is also applicable to
vesicles with similar membrane structures. In total, 438 MPs
(75%) and 131 TMD proteins were identied from extracellular
vesicles (EVs) obtained from the SH-SY5Y cell culture medium
(Fig. S10†). The results further proved the excellent universality
of the E-fusion method. Furthermore, the method achieved
excellent reproducibility and robustness due to the reduction of
reaction steps. Therefore, the E-fusion method could provide
a reliable platform for studying protein–protein interaction,
proteoform, and post-translational modications of MPs. For
example, in combination with the SiO2@DpaZn microspheres
prepared in our group, we can study the N-phosphorylation
(phosphorylation at histidine, arginine and lysine) of MPs
because many histidines involved in transport proteins are
phosphorylated, such as KCa3.1 and TRPV5. In situ enrichment
of MPs can greatly reduce sample background, thereby
increasing the number of low-abundance N-phosphorylation
sites.

Regarding the limitations of the new method, one should
mention the indistinguishable subcellular organelle localiza-
tion of the enriched membrane proteins. All the membrane
proteins attached to the material were extracted together,
making it impossible to obtain each organelle membrane
protein separately. Given the mounting concern about plasma
membrane proteins for medical research, it may be possible to
achieve the enrichment of plasma membrane proteins by
utilizing the cell surface targeting ability of materials and
combining photocatalytic proximity labeling technology, since
the MOL material is easily functionalized by photosensitizers.
Furthermore, our method showed poorer MP identication
towards Gram-negative bacteria and was a longer enrichment
process compared with the kit method. Materials with stronger
and more diverse interactions with cell membrane may achieve
rapid targeting and efficient enrichment. Overall, the work
provided advanced technology for the comprehensive study of
MPs.

Conclusions

In summary, we disclosed here the cell surface engineering
coupling biomembrane fusion method for MP enrichment in
intact cells. This method exhibited excellent selectivity and deep
coverage, making it more suitable for dynamic changes of MP
study. We identied 1526 (77%) MPs in HeLa cells including
marker proteins in various membrane-bound organelles and
realized the deep coverage of the HeLa membrane proteome
(5087 MPs). And we proved the advantage of enrichment in
intact cell compared with that in lysate through the analysis of
the identication data of MPs, TMD proteins and MP
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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complexes. With different batches of material, 73% of MPs
could be identied repeatedly by this method and the quanti-
tative variation is around 10%, suggesting the qualitative and
quantitative reproducibility. We also successfully proled the
membrane proteome of A549, K562, HT22 cells and EVs, por-
trayed the membrane N-phosphoproteome and revealed
membrane proteome dynamics in the etoposide induced
apoptosis of SY5Y cells through differential expression of MPs
of various organelles. Together, this methodology represents
a signicant advance toward developing the cell surface engi-
neering coupling biomembrane fusion method for elucidating
comprehensive MPs.

Data availability

The proteomics data have been deposited to the Proteo-
meXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository with
the dataset identier PXD044945.
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